Delayed 2020 Iowa Caucus Results
The Iowa Caucus usually makes
headlines because it of its unique
status as the first state nominating
contest in presidential elections,
but this election cycle the chaos of
the process, rather than results,
took center stage in the media
coverage. It took three days for all
votes to be reported. The official
results and calculation of which
candidates would receive pledged
national convention delegates from
the state was released six days
after the election, but there were
questions about the accuracy. In
fact, two candidates, Sanders and
Buttigieg, requested a partial
recanvass (which is basically a
review of vote totals).

Plan was to
report results via
new smart
phone app

AND

Many precincts
unable to report
results via app
Evidence: Only 439 of
1,700 precinct leaders
transmitted results
successfully the app.

App could not be
downloaded in
Apple store

Some precinct leaders
were unable to
download/ login to app

Process to
download app
was complicated

Impact to
Production,
Schedule

Precinct leaders
had limited time to
get familiar with the
app
Some precinct
leaders didn't
understand how to
use the app

Errors in initial
results reported by
app

Evidence: Initial results were
not released until the evening
of the day after the Iowa
caucuses. The official results
and calculation of which
candidates would receive
pledged national convention
delegates from the state was
released 6 days after the
election.

Testing not
started until
weeks before
caucuses

Inadequate
testing

Only partial results
were reported

Software bug in
app

App was developed
in a short time
frame

Evidence: Statement by
Shadow Inc, company
that created the app.

Evidence: App was
developed in less than 2
months.

Iowa Democratic
party decided to
use an app late
2019

National party raised
security concerns
about reports results
via phone

AND
AND

Backup plan was
to call in results

Evidence: Precinct
leaders have reported
being on hold for up to 2
hours.

Lack of coding
expertise at
company
developing app

Method used to
report results
previously

Larger than
expected call
volume
Evidence: ~8,000 calls
were placed to the
hotline in 24 hours. The
expected capacity was
2,000 calls.

New, relatively
inexperienced
company designed
the app
Evidence: App was built by
Shadow Inc, which was
founded in 2017.

Precinct leaders
called in report
results

AND

Long waits/delays
for caucus calling
in results

AND

Many precincts
unable to report
results via app

See same cause

Hotline number was
posted on social
media
AND

Other people called
into the hotline

Cause Mapping Method
®

Effect

Software bug not
identified/ fixed
prior to caucuses

AND

Evidence: Statement by
Shadow Inc, company
that created the app.

This was the first time precinct
chairs were instructed to use an
app to report results, but only 439
of 1,700 precinct leaders
transmitted results successfully
using the new app. The backup
plan was to report results via a
telephone hotline, but that also
didn’t go smoothly.

Why?

Precinct leaders could
not download the app
until days before the
caucuses

AND

AND

Results from Iowa
Caucus delayed

App had to be
downloaded by
bypassing a phone’s
security settings

AND

Inadequate training
provided on use of
app
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AND

There are many lessons that can be
learned from the 2020 Iowa Caucus,
but none stand out more than the
importance of new product testing.
Thorough testing should have been
able to identify the difficulty precinct
chairs had downloading the app and
the software bug that initially
resulted in incorrect results. If the
issues with the app had been
identified earlier and were fixed prior
to the caucus, then a lot of
embarrassment and stress could
have been avoided.

Reporters called
the number

AND

Because...

Trump supporters
called the hotline

Cause

Number was posted on
4chan message board
with instructions to "clog
the lines"
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